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About This Game

Night Fallen is a first person action game with stealth and RPG mechanics set in a small remote area of the United Kingdom
where a horde of other worldly have taken hold.

In a remote part of the United Kingdom, police officer James Jenkins received reports of disturbances in the nearing abandoned
forest. Upon entering, he finds a plague of other worldly beings that have started to re-produce at an alarming rate. He is now

trapped in the forest with these sinister beings, with the goal of destroying them before they overrun the World.

Creepy Open World Forest
RPG Style Levelling-Up Mechanics

Stealth Mechanics
Intense AI

Horror Action Game
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Title: NIGHT FALLEN
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Nicolas Bing
Publisher:
Deceptive Games
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 64-bits

Processor: Intel i7 4790k

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680 or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible Sound Card

English
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10\/10 Hands down best resource pack of the year, runs 7x as smoothly as arkham knight and has triple the amount of original
gameplay as Black ops 3. It's pretty fun from what I've played so far! It does feel like the ball hitting physics are accurate. It's
worth a buy.. Impressive, impressive visuals. It\u2019s like StarWars and Lord of the Rings meet with Enter the Void. Great
looking fun game. It needs looots of work but it\u2019s a good start. Loads of fun.. MY FAVORITE GAME, I REALLY
ANJOYED THE 2065 HOURS SPENT ON THE GAME. IT WAS CLEARLY WORTH IT.
THE BEST GAME I EVER PLAYED AT.. The Legend of Dark Witch games have been my favorite games of all time ever
since I've played them on the 3DS Version. But what makes the steam version so unique? A returning character from the first
Dark Witch game, who also just so happens the be the main antagonist of the first game: Riva!

With hidden Syega pieces to find, moves to customize, and entertaining bosses, this game is really fun!

Overall, if you're a fan of 2D Action Platformers, especially those that play in the style of Mega Man, this is the game for you..
amazing music as always. I didn't want to buy this game (and the rest of the series) because of it's console character and terrible
mechanics, but as a DC fan I finally faltered and bought it on a discount. At first I thought it's actualy better than the garbage I
expected it to be, but after doing all the challenges (4 times...) I hate this game even more than before I bought it. Overall it's not
bad, but the controls are so terribly infuriating, I wish I had the disc so I could destroy it. 1 button does 10 different things,
sometimes it depends on a situation, and sometimes it changes the moment you want to use it and it does something completely
different ultimately making it impossible to finish the challenge and having to complete 2 previous challenges again as well, not
because you made a mistake but because the game has idiotic controls. And changing it to something less
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665? Good luck, you can change it from outside of the game but the same
button will still be used for 10 different things, just not the same button as before.

STOP PORTING CONSOLE GAMES TO PC!. Game is way too easy in every way you see it, you can walkby zombies without
getting killed. Horde mode is a patience test, i always get bored and quit... it doesn't have any kind of challenge is just a
massacre of zombies... to get the 50 death achievement i had to continuously die intentionally
Puzzle are always the same and too easy...
This game had potential but is not finished and overpriced..
As a fan of rebellion games im disappointed for this one. I have almost all the DLC scifi music for RPG Maker games and this
is one of my favorites. I can easily just put it on in the background while writing my game and listen to it straight as just music.
It's that awesome. If you are making a scifi game then this is a great addition for your game.
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Great old-school platformer which actually feels more like a throwback to the systems that were more popular in Europe at the
time such as the SEGA Master System or Amiga, which is a nice breath of fresh air amongst all the Nintendo-oriented nostalgic
games.

Adorable pixel art and some surprisingly good level design and control. I had this on mobile originally (along with the original
Bloo Kid, which was more of a "Mario Bros"-like single screen thing) but upgraded to PC to play it with a proper controller and
to see the lovely graphics on a nice big monitor.

An absolute steal for the price. Highly recommended.. Wow! I am blown away! This game oozes with quality, especially how
well it's translated! The music put me over the edge and absolutely blew my mind. Very well done! 10\/10!. With great powers
comes great responsibilities...

The number of possible paths in this story is astonishing.
I played it six times, and six times the story was quite different.. This is a cool and cheap breakout clone that's surprisingly
complex and nice to look at and play.. REALLY GOOD FUNNY GAME with friend but add online multiplayer mod, single
player, 2vs2.... Very low level guns, do not buy if u played the game a lot
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